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THE FAMILY APPROACH

TO TOTAL COCOMPLETENESS AND TOPOSES
BY

ROSS STREET

Abstract. A category with small homsets is called total when its Yoneda embedding

has a left adjoint; when the left adjoint preserves pullbacks, the category is called lex

total. Total categories are characterized in this paper in terms of special limits and

colimits which exist therein, and lex-total categories are distinguished as those which

satisfy further exactness conditions. The limits involved are finite limits and intersec-

tions of all families of subobjects. The colimits are quotients of certain relations

(called congruences) on families of objects (not just single objects). Just as an arrow

leads to an equivalence relation on its source, a family of arrows into a given object

leads to a congruence on the family of sources; in the lex-total case all congruences

arise in this way and their quotients are stable under pullback. The connection with

toposes is examined.

In the introduction to [7] and elsewhere, I have maintained that a Grothendieck

topos [1] is a Barr exact category [2] for which the exactness axioms are extended to

deal with families of arrows and not just single arrows. The present paper makes this

explicit without the bicategorical paraphernalia. The concepts involved are far-reach-

ing and the main result (Theorem 14) characterizes both total categories [8] and

lex-total categories [8, 6] in familial terms. Total categories are precisely the

categories, algebraic and topological [12, 10], at which traditional category theory

was aimed. Lex-total categories are essentially toposes [6].

Recall that a category is regular when finite limits exist, every arrow factors as a

strong epic arrow followed by a monic arrow, and every pullback of each strong epic

arrow is strong epic. (Strong epics are defined from the monies by a diagonal

property [5].) That this agrees with the definition of Barr [2] when finite limits exist

is an observation of Joyal [9]. I am indebted to Max Kelly for providing a proof of

Joyal's observation, on which proof the present family version (Theorem 3) is based.

The family version of a regular category, a familially regular category, takes the

notion of "strong epic family of arrows" as basic, requires that families of arrows

should factor through strong epic families via monies (this already implies the

existence of many limits including all finite ones; see Proposition 1), and requires

strong epic families to be stable under pullback.
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356 ROSS STREET

A category is exact when it is regular and every equivalence relation is a kernel

pair. The familial version of this is more subtle and requires understanding what

should be meant by the kernel of a family of arrows with the same target and what

should be meant by an equivalence relation on a family of objects. Even then not every

equivalence relation should be a kernel, only those which satisfy a certain size

condition; I call them congruences. Congruences can be viewed as diagrams in the

category; the coprojections for the colimits of such diagrams give families of arrows

called quotients; these colimits automatically exist in a familially exact category.

Quotients of congruences exist in total categories (although not all congruences

are kernels in this case). In fact, this existence is the principal condition in the

characterization of total categories (Theorem 14).

These ideas apply to categories with no size restriction on their sets of arrows,

unlike totality and lex-totality which require small homsets. For categories with

small homsets Theorem 14 asserts that familial exactness is equivalent to lex-totality.

With a mild size restriction on a category, it is lex-total precisely when it is a

Grothendieck topos (the proof of this, basically due to Peter Freyd, appears in [6]). I

believe the family approach brings out the essence of topos theory in a way which

unifies the divers aspects both logical and geometric.

In am grateful to Macquarie University and the Australian Research Grants

Scheme (ARGS) for making possible my collaboration with Aurelio Carboni and

Brian Day on projects intimately connected with this work.

1. Familial preliminaries. The category of small sets is denoted by if.

Let A denote a category and let a be an object of A. Let Fam(a) denote the

ordered set of families U = (<J>,: ui -> a),e/ of arrows into a where U < U' means

that each member <j>¡ of U factors <¡>¡ = <¡>jd through some member <¡>j of U'. Each

arrow a: a —> b gives an order-preserving function a*: Fam(a) -» Fam(Z>) whose

value at U is a%U = (a<>,: u¡ -* b)iEl. There is a function a*: Fam(b) -* Fam(a)

which is right adjoint to a*. The value of a* at V = (ipy. Vj -» b)JeEj is the family a*V

indexed by the set of triples (j, a, t), where j e J, a: x -* a, t: x -* Vj with

aa = \pjT, and the {j, a, r)th member of a*V is a: x -> a. It is easily verified that

U < a*Vif and only if a*U < V.

Notice that, if A has pullbacks, y*V is isomorphic to the family of pullbacks of the

members of V along y. So y*V can be taken to have the same indexing set J as V.

A family U of arrows into a is called epic when, for all a, ß: a -* b, if a*U = ß*U

then a = ß. The family U is called strong epic if, furthermore, for all monies p:

c -* b, and arrows a: a -* b, if every member of a*U factors through /x then a

factors through ii. If A has finite limits, a family U into a is strong epic if and only if

U = u + V with ft monic implies ti invertible.

A family of arrows out of an object of A is monic when it is epic as a family in Aop.

Suppose £: / -» 7 is a function, U = (</>,: u¡ -> a),e/ is a family of arrows into a,

and, for each i e /, V¡ = (i//, •: vtj -» k,)/g/ is a family of arrows into u¡ indexed by

the fibre J¡ = £_1(') °f I over '• The family UV = («p/V'/y: vtj -» a)^_, indexed by J

is called a composite family. Given that each V¡ is [strong] epic, the family UV is

[strong] epic if and only if U is.
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Proposition 1. The following conditions on a category are equivalent:

(a) finite limits and intersections of arbitrary families of monies exist;

(b) finite products exist and each family U of arrows into an object a has the form

H^V where it is a monic into a and V is a strong epic family;

(c)for all families («,),e/, (am)mEM of objects where M is finite, and, for all families

(<í>"': u¡ -* am),e/ meM of arrows, there exist a strong epic family (\¡/¡: u¡ -* c),e/ and a

monic family (am: c -» am)meMsuch that aj,l = iff;

(d) as for (c) except that M is restricted to having at most 2 elements.

Proof, (a) =» (b). Take it: t -» a to be the intersection of all monies through

which all members of U factor. Then U = it* F for some family V. It remains to see

that V is strong epic. Since A is finitely complete, we need only show that V = v * W

with v monic implies v invertible. But V = v^W implies D = (p,v)^V; so it p < it

from the definition of v. So v is invertible.

(b) =» (c). Apply (b) to the family V'of arrows ((#>"'): a, -» FImeWam indexed by 7.

(c)=> (d). 0,1,2 are finite.

(d) => (a). To obtain a terminal object apply (d) with M empty, I the set of all

objects of A, and ua = a. To construct a pullback for 6: a -* b, 6': a' -> b, let I
p    p'

denote the set of spans /' = (a <- r -* a') such that dp = d'p'. Apply (d) to the family

(<f>"')iei.meM where M = 2, <p° = p, <j>) = p'; this yields a (strong) epic family
a       a'

(ip¡: r -» c),e/ and a monic span a «- c -» a' such that a^, = p, a'\p¡ = p'. Then a, a'

provide a pullback for 6, 6'.

Let U = ($,: w, -» a),e/ be an arbitrary family of monies fy into a. Let T be the

family of arrows p: r -* a which factor through all <j>¡. By (d) with M = 1, T = ¡i + V

where it: t -» a is monic and F is strong epic. Since each member of it*F factors

through the monic <¡>¡ and V is strong epic, it factors through each <t>¡- So clearly, t is

the intersection of the «p,-, / e T.    D

2. Kernels and quotients. A span from a to ¿> in the category A is a pair (p,a) of

arrows p: r -* a, a: r -> fe. A relation on a family a = (w,)/e/ of objects a, of /I is a

function 7\ which assigns to each (/', j) e I X I a set T\/7 of spans from u, to «,. A

relation 7? on u is called saturated when each 7\ , is a crible of spans; that is,

(p,a) e 7\y, implies (pf?, af?) g /{.. for all arrows 6 for which the composite p8 is

defined. Each set of spans generates a crible of spans and so each relation generates

a saturated relation. Relations on u are ordered by inclusion of their saturations.

The diagonal relation A on a has ( p, a ) g A ■,■ if and only if / = j and p = a. This is

already saturated. It is isomorphic to the relation which contains only the identity

spans of the a,.

Suppose U = (</>,: w, -» a),e/ is a family of arrows in A with the same target a.

77ze fce7?ie7 o/ 77 is the relation E on U = (u¡)ieI such that (p, a) g f^ when

<f>,p = fya. If /I has pullbacks, the kernel of V is isomorphic to the relation R

obtained by taking each R,t to be a singleton consisting of a pullback for <f>,, fy.

If ¡u: a -* b is monic then ii*i/ and (/ have the same kernel. Under certain

conditions the converse can be proved for strong epic U.
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Proposition 2. Suppose A has the property that, for all arrows a, the function a*

takes strong epic families to epic families. Suppose ¡u: a -» b is an arrow and U is a

strong epic family of arrows into a. If U and it * U have the same kernel then it is monic.

Proof. Suppose a, ß: x x a are such that ita = ju/3. Put

K = {(/', p: r -* «,, a: r -* x)\<¡>¡p = aa}

so that a*U = (a: r -» x)(; p a)eAris an epic family. For each (i, p, a) g K, put

lu.p.o) = { U> k:s ^ r,X:s -^ u^ßan = c^a}

so that (ßa)*U = (k: s -* r)(jK X)e¿ is an epic family. By composing we obtain

an epic family (ok: s -» x)(, p 0)e/f 0 K X)e¿(/po). So, in order to prove a = ß, it

suffices to prove aan = ßan for all (/, p, a) G Tí, (j, k, X) g L(lp o). Now limpie =

iiao-K = ju/iaK = ufyA. Since it * Í7, (/have the same kernel, it follows that <i>,pic = tyX.

Hence aa« = ßan.   D

A quotient for a relation T\ on a = («,),<=/ is a family L = (X,: a, -» c)/e/ of

arrows which displays c as a colimit for the diagram as indicated below.

\o

UJ        ((p,a)G7?,,.).

/A,

A quotient for 7? is also a quotient for any relation isomorphic to 7?. If L is a

quotient for some relation then it is a quotient for its kernel. It is easy to see that

quotients for relations are strong epic families; the next result gives conditions under

which the converse holds.

Theorem 3. Suppose A satisfies the special case of Proposition 1(c) for which

M = 2, and suppose A has the property in Proposition 2. Then every strong epic family

is the quotient of its kernel.

Proof. Suppose V = (f?,: a, -» a),e/ is strong epic. Let E be the kernel of V. To

prove F is a quotient for E consider a family (i//,: u¡ -* 7>),e/ such that \p¡p = $j<s

whenever (p, a) g E¡¡.  By hypothesis,  there exist  a strong epic family   U =
a      ß

(<í>,: a, -* x)/e/ and a monic span a *- x -* b such that 0¡ = a^¡, \p¡ = ßip,. Since

(6¡), (<p¡) are strong epic, a is strong epic. Since a, ß are jointly monic and <#>,p = tyo

imphes >//,p = \pjO, the kernel of U is E. By Proposition 2, a is monic. So a is

invertible. So each \pj factors through 0¡ via ßa'1.   D

A category A is said to be familially regular when it satisfies the equivalent

conditions of Proposition 1 and, for all arrows a, the function a* takes strong epic

families to strong epic families.

Corollary 4. In a familially regular category, every strong epic family is the

quotient of its kernel.   D
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Recall that a set G of objects of a category A is called a strong generator for A

when, for all objects a of A, there exists a strong epic family of arrows into a whose

members all have sources in G. This implies the condition that, for all a: a -* bin A,

if A(g, a) is a bijection for all g g G then a is invertible; and when A has pullbacks,

the condition is equivalent to strong generation.

Corollary 5. In any category satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3 (in particular,

a familially regular category), any strong generator is dense.

Proof. Suppose G is a strong generator for A and 0^: A(g, a) -* A(g, b) are

functions natural in g G G. Let T be the set of arrows £: g -» a with source in G. Let

U be the family whose £th member is |: g -* a. Then U is strong epic. By naturality

of 0, we have that, for £, f g T, £p = fa implies ©Ä(£) = ©/,(£)• By Theorem 3,

there exists a unique a: a -» ft such that a£ = 0g(£) for all £ g 7. So 0g = A(g, a).

So G is dense.   D

3. Congruences. It was observed in §2 that those relations which are kernels are

saturated. In fact, such relations enjoy further properties which we shall now

examine.

The natural context for these properties seems to be that of enriched categories

with a bicategory as base. For a category A, the bicategory iTA of interest was used

by Walters [11] and is defined as follows. The objects are the objects of A. The

hom-category "WA(a, b) is the ordered set of cribles of spans from a to b, ordered by

inclusion. If P: a -* b, Q: b -» c are cribles of spans then Q ° P: a -* c consists of

those spans (p, t) from a to c for which there exists a such that (p, a) g P,

(o,T)eß.

A category E enriched in IVA (see [11, 3]) consists of a set 7 (of objects of E), a

family u of objects a, of "WA indexed by / g I (called the supporting family of E ), and

a family of arrows E¡t: u¡ -» Uj in WA indexed by (/', j) g I x I, such that Eu

contains the identity crible of a, and Ekj ° Ej¡ < Eki. Call E symmetric when

(p, a) e E:, if and only if (a, p) e E¡¡.

In other words, a #^-enriched category £ with supporting family a = (a,),e/ is

precisely a saturated relation on a which is reflexive and transitive.

An equivalence relation on u is a saturated, reflexive, transitive, symmetric relation

£ on a such that, for all spans (p,a) from u¡ to Uj and all strong epic families

v = (^m: üm -* OmeM int<> the source r of p, a, if (p\pm, a\pm) g £ for all m g M

then (p, a) g £. The last condition can be expressed: any span which is locally in E is

in E.

Notice that kernels are equivalence relations. (In fact, the condition of the last

paragraph is satisfied with V merely epic.)

Each relation 7? on a family a of objects generates, by an obvious countable

process, an equivalence relation E on a; moreover, a quotient for R is precisely the

same as a quotient for E.

If A satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1 then each equivalence relation on

(a,),e/ has the property: For each i, j g 7, there exists a monic span (p, a) g EJt

such that Ej¡ is the crible generated by (p, a).
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To see this, take (p,a) to be the monic span obtained by applying Proposition

1(c) (with M = 2) to the family of spans in Ejt.

An object a of A is called admissible when A(a, b) is a small set for all objects b of

A. If A has small homsets then all objects are admissible.

A congruence on a = (a,),e/ in A is an equivalence relation £ on a satisfying the

following size condition: For each admissible object a g A, there exists a small subset

S c 7 such that, for all i g 7 and a: a -» a,, there exists / g S and ß: a -+ Uj with

(«. 0) g £.,.
Of course, if 7 is small, every equivalence relation on a is a congruence. Any

relation which satisfies the size condition generates a congruence.

Proposition 6. Every kernel is a congruence.

Proof. Suppose E is the kernel of U = (<p¡: a, -» c),e/. If a is admissible then

A(a, c) is small, so there exists a small set 5 c I such that all arrows a -* c which

factor through some <¡>¡ can be factored through a <f>. with / g S. So £ is a

congruence.   D

A category is called familially exact when it is familially regular and every

congruence is a kernel.

Theorem 7. Every congruence in a familially exact category has a quotient of which

it is the kernel.

Proof. Let £ be a congruence on a family of objects. Then £ is the kernel of some

family U. Apply Proposition 1(b) to U to obtain U = it*F with ¡u monic and V

strong epic. Since it is monic, F has kernel £. Since V is strong epic it is a quotient

for £ (Theorem 3).    D

This leads us to define a category to be familially cocomplete when the conditions

of Proposition 1 hold and every congruence has a quotient. Thus every familially

exact category is familially cocomplete.

Theorem 8. Familially cocomplete categories admit all small colimits.

Proof. If 7 is small then the equivalence relation generated by the diagonal

relation A on a = (a,)/e/ is a congruence. A quotient for A gives the coproduct

To construct a coequalizer for a, ß: a -* b, let £ be the equivalence relation on the

singleton family (b) generated by the single span (a, ß) from b to b. A quotient for £

is a coequalizer for a, ß.   D

Notice that our use of "equivalence relation" basically agrees with the usual

terminology for sets. An equivalence relation on a singleton family consisting of the

set x precisely amounts to an equivalence relation on x in the usual sense; this is

because the family of elements 1 -» x of x is a strong epic family, so it is enough to

say which elements of x are related. In a general category, an equivalence relation on

an object a (as usually defined) amounts to a monic relation from a to a such that the

crible of spans generated by it is an equivalence relation on the singleton family (a).
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Theorem 9. The category if of small sets is familially exact.

Proof. Proposition 1(a) is well known. In y, a family of arrows into a is strong

epic if and only if each element of a is in the image of some member of the family;

so it is clear that each a* preserves strong epicness. Note that every object of y is

admissible. It remains to see that every congruence £ on a family (a,),e/ is a kernel.

Consider the equivalence relation on the set £/(E/W, with elements & 1 -» u¡, f:

1 -* Uj related when (£, f ) g £„. The size condition on £ means that the set c of

equivalence classes is small. Then £ is the kernel of the family of functions A,:

a, -» c sending elements to their equivalence classes.   D

Theorem 10. If A is familially regular then so is any functor category [X, A]. When

X has small homsets, if A is familially cocomplete or familially exact then so is [X, A].

Proof. Proposition 1(a) for A implies it for [X, A], and so monies and strong

epics are those which are pointwise thus. Hence, pullbacks of strong epic families in

[A', A] are strong epic provided this is true in A.

Suppose X has small homsets and A is familially cocomplete. Suppose £ is a

congruence on g = (g,),e/ in [X, A]. Let (p¡¡, o¡¡) be a monic span in Ejt which

generates E,t via the crible property. For each x g X, let £x be the saturated relation

on gx = (g,x),e/ in A generated by the monic spans (p,,x, o¡¡x) for each /', j g 7.

Clearly, £x is an equivalence relation since £ is. We claim Ex is a congruence. Take

an admissible object a g A. By Theorem 8 the copower X(x, -) ■ a exists. The

Yoneda isomorphism

[X, A]{X(x,-) ■ a, t) = A(a, tx)

implies X(x, -) ■ a is admissible in [A", A]. Let S c 7 be small as in the size condition

for £ involving the admissible X(x, -) ■ a; then a: a -* g,x corresponds to p:

X(x, -) ■ a -» g, for which there exists / g 5 and a: X(x, -) ■ a -* g¡ with (p, a) g

Ej¡. Let ß: a -* gjX correspond to a. The span (a, ß) has a span arrow into (px, ax)

induced by the coprojection a -» X(x, x) ■ a. Since (px, ax) is in (Ex)Ji so is (a, ß).

Thus S is as in the size condition for £x involving the admissible a.

Let Lx = (X¡x: g¡x -» ax)/e/ be a quotient for £x. By the universal property of

quotients, we obtain a family L = (A,: g,, -> q)¡<£¡ in [X, A] which is a quotient for

£. So [ X, A] is familially cocomplete.

Suppose A is familially exact. We claim £ (as above) is the kernel of L. By

Theorem 7, £x is the kernel of Lx; so the pullback span of A,x, XjX is in Ex and

hence has a span arrow into (p,,x, o¡ x). Since the last span is monic, that span

arrow is invertible. So (ptj, cr, ) is a pointwise pullback for À,, X¡. So the pullback of

A,, Xj is in Ej¡. So £ is the kernel of L.   O

Theorem 11. Suppose t: A -» X is a fully faithful functor with a left adjoint s. If s is

left exact then X familially regular implies A is. If s preserves admissible objects then X

familially cocomplete implies A is. If s is left exact and preserves admissible objects then

X familially exact implies A is.
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Proof. Straightforward.   D

A functor is said to have finite rank when it preserves filtered colimits. We write

Frank(A", A) for the full subcategory of [X, A] consisting of the functors of finite

rank. An object x of X is called finitely presentable when it is admissible and X(x, -):

X -» if has finite rank.

Theorem 12. For all categories X, Frank( X, if) is familially regular. If every object

of X is a small filtered colimit of finitely presentable objects then Frank(Ar, if) is

familially exact.

Proof. The inclusion Frank(A", if) -* [X, if\ preserves arbitrary colimits and

(since finite limits commute with filtered colimits iny) finite limits. It follows that

the inclusion preserves monies and strong epics. So Frank^, if) is familially

regular since [X, A] is (Theorem 10).

Let £ be a congruence on a = (a,),e/ in Frank^, if). Let (A,: a, -» c),e/ be a

quotient for £ in the meta-category of all set-valued functors on X. Then c has finite

rank. The size condition on £ applied to the admissible X(x, -), where x is finitely

presentable, yields that ex is small for such x. Since every object of X is assumed to

be a small filtered colimit of finitely presentable objects and c preserves filtered

colimits, ex is small for all x. The kernel for (A,: a, -* c),e/ in Frank^, if) is

clearly £. So Frank(A", if) is familially exact.   D

If R is a relation on a = (u¡)im¡ in A and/: A -* X is a functor then we write fR

for the relation on fu = (/a,),e/ consisting of those spans (fp, fa) with (p, a) in R.

If T? is saturated fR is not in general. If R is an equivalence relation, fR is not in

general, and neither is the saturation of fR. We say /preserves the quotient of R when

it takes the quotient of 7? to a quotient for fR.

Theorem 13. Suppose A is familially cocomplete andf: A -* Xpreserves admissible

objects and quotients of saturated reflexive symmetric transitive relations; then f has a

right adjoint.

Proof. Take x g X. Let 7 be the set of pairs (a, |) where a & A and |: fa -» x in

X. Let a = (a,),e/ be the family with a, = a for ; = (a, ¿) g /. For i = (a, ¿),

j = (b, f ) g T, let Rji be the set of spans (p, a) from a to b for which £ • fp = f • fa.

This R is saturated reflexive symmetric and transitive. It also satisfies the size

condition. For suppose k is admissible in A. Then fk is admissible so X(fk, x) is
fp      £

small. So a small set of elements of T will account for all composites fk -*fa-*x. So

the equivalence relation generated by R is a congruence. Let (A,: a, -* c),e/ be a

quotient for that congruence and so for R. Then (/A,: /a, -* /c),e/ is a quotient for

fR. So there exists a unique y: fc -» x with £ = y • /A, for all i = (a, £) g 7. Then

A(c 7): c -» c is an idempotent on c whose splitting gives the adjoint for/at x.    D

4. Total and lex-total cocompleteness. Recall from [8, 6] that a category A is [lex]

total when is has small homsets and the Yondea embedding y : A -* [Aop, if\ has a

[left-exact] left adjoint z.
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Theorem 14. Suppose A is a category with small homsets.

(a) A is total if and only if it is familially cocomplete.

(b) A is lex-total if and only if it is familially exact.

Proof. In each case "only if' follows from Theorems 9-11.

Suppose A is familially cocomplete. Let A" be a replete full subcategory of

[Aop, if\ which contains the representables and has the left adjoint z for y defined

on it. Let X' denote the full subcategory of [Aop, if\ consisting of those objects t for

which each pair of arrows ya -* t,yb -* t has pullback in X.

We shall extend the definition of z from X to A". For each ; g A", choose a strong

epic family T = (t(: ya, -* t)lEl with each a,■ e A; for example, the family of all

arrows from objects of the form ya. Let R be the relation on (a,),e/ in A for which

Rji consists of the spans (zp, za) from a, to Uj where (p: x -» ya,, a: x -» yuj) is in

the kernel of £ with x g X. We are choosing z to have zya = a.

Let (ir¡: yu¡ -» q)íe¡ be the quotient of yR in the meta-category of set-valued

functors on Aop. Since T is strong epic it is the quotient of its kernel. Since t g X',

the kernel is generated by spans (p,a) with source x in X. The unit x -» yzx is an

arrow of spans (p, a) -* (yzp, yza). So the kernel of £is contained in the saturation

of yR. So there exists a unique 6: t -* q such that 0t, = tri for all i g 7. Since (tr,)^,

is epic, 0 is epic. So q lands inif. So (rç)ie/ is the quotient of yR in [,4op, if\ Thus,

for each a g A, the following diagram exhibits qa as a colimit in if:

A(a, zx)

<Z \

A(a,u,) A(a,Uj)        ((p, a) G *,.).

\ /

Let S be a small subset of 7 such that arrows a: a -> Uj with 7 g 5 yield all elements

of qa. Thus the saturated reflexive symmetric transitive relation generated by R

satisfies the size condition. So the equivalence relation generated by 7? is a con-

gruence.

It follows that 7? has a quotient Z = (f,: a, -» zt)i(El in A. To give an arrow

zt -* a is to give a family of arrows a, -* a whose kernel contains 7?. Since t g X',

this is to give a family of arrows yu¡ -» ya whose kernel contains the kernel of T.

Since £ is strong epic, this is to give an arrow t -» ya. So we have extended z to A'.

To complete the proof of (a), begin with X consisting of the representables in

[Aop, if]. Certainly, z is defined trivially on X. Hence z extends to A'. But X'

contains all subobjects of representables since the pullback of ya -* t, yb -> t is the

pullback of ya -» t -» yc, yb -> í -> yc for í -» yc monic. Hence every object t of

[y4op, y ] is in X" (since the pullback of y a -+ t,yb -* t has a monic intoy(a X ¿>)).

So z extends to [/lop, if]. So ,4 is total.

Suppose now that A is familially exact. Take X as before with the further

restriction that it is closed under finite limits in [Aop, if] and that z is left exact on

X. It is easy to see that X' is also closed under finite limits, so, in order to complete

the proof of (b), it remains to show that the extension of z to X' is also left exact.
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Since A is familially regular, the equivalence relation £ generated by R (in the

construction of zt above) has a simple description: (a, ß) g E¡¡ precisely when it is

locally (in the sense of strong epic families) in the saturation of R.

This allows us to show that z preserves pullbacks of the form:

a

x      -*     yb

P Ï It'

ya      -*     t
T

with t G A". Since the span (p, a) is in A" and z is left exact on A', the span (zp, za) is

monic. So it remains to show that each span (a, ß) with zt • a = zt ■ ß has an arrow

into (zp, za). Choose T for t in such a way that t, t' are members. The equivalence

relation £ generated by R is the kernel of Z.So(a,ß) is in £. So (a, ß) is locally in

the saturation of R. Since (zp, za) is monic, it suffices to show that each (a, ß) in

the saturation of R has an arrow into (zp, za). But now we have (a, ß) -* (zp', za')

with (p', a') in the kernel of T. By the pullback property of (p, a) we obtain

(p', a') -> (p, a). Applying z and composing, we obtain (a, ß) -» (zp, za) as de-

sired.

Suppose the following diagrams are pullback squares, the first in X', the second in

A:

ß
P        ->      k c       -»      zk

u J,       p.b.       J,<¡) aJ,       p.b.       J,z<f>

h        -»      í z/i      ->      zr

A9 *•

We shall show that the comparison arrow y: zp -» c, with ay = zw, /7y = zw, is

strong epic. Let T7, K be the families of all arrows from representables into h, k,

respectively. For members a, ß of T7, K, respectively, consider the following diagram

in which x is the pullback of 6a, <pß:

+ b

Izß

k zk

lz<p

Zt

From the last paragraph, the outside is a pullback. Since A is familially regular and
y

zTT, zK are strong epic, the family of arrows zx -> zp -* c is strong epic. Hence y is

strong epic as asserted.

For S, t g A", we shall now prove z(s x t) -» zx x zt is in vertible. From the last

paragraph, it is strong epic. It remains to prove it is monic. Take strong epic families

S = (<V yvm -* s)meM, T = (t,: yu, -* t)iel and let xm„, xij g A" be the pullbacks
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of (am,an), (t,, t.), respectively. We have already seen that such pullbacks are

preserved by z. A product of pullbacks is a pullback, so we have a pullback:

zxm„ X zxu -» V„X Uj

I p.b. I za„ X ZTj

vm X a, -* zs X zt
ZOmXZT¡

Since xm„, Xjj g X, we have z(xmn x xtj) = zxmn x zx^; and the product of the

pullbacks xmn, xtJ is preserved by z. So we also have the pullback:

zxmn X zxu      ->       vnX Uj

I p.b. |

vmXu, -*      z{s X t)

Consequently, the families

(vmXUi^*z(sXt))meMie,   and    (vm X u¡ -* zs X zt)lelmeM

have the same kernel. By Proposition 2, z(s X t) -* zs X zt is monic.

To complete the proof that z is left exact on X' it remains to show that z preserves

monies in X'. Suppose /t: s -* t is a monic in A"'. Let T = (t,: ya, -* r),e/ be strong

epic and form the pullbacks:

¡i, i     p.b.     In

yu,      -»       t
T,

Then s¡ g X' and (a,),e/ is strong epic. Let x¡¡ g A be the pullback of t,, t¡. Let p,¡

be the pullback of a,, av; so s is the quotient of the relation consisting of these

pullback spans (Theorem 3). Notice that, since it is monic, p,7 is the limit of the

diagram indicated below.

xu

(¿a, \ 4 / p.Oj

t

We have the following properties:

(i) zs is the quotient of the relation consisting of the spans zpu fromzs, to zsj (since

z is a left adjoint);

(ii) zXjj is the pullback of zt,, zt, (as seen earlier);

(iii) the comparison arrow from zptJ to the limit ltJ of the following diagram is a

strong epic (since y is strong epic):

ZS, ZXjj ZSj

\     1     /
zt
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These properties allow us to prove zp is monic as follows. Take £, f : c -* zs with

(zp)£ = (zp)f. Form the limit

ZS^' C ""*-ZSy

\        /?        r\        /
zs zs

to obtain a strong epic family of arrows d¡j -» c (using familial regularity). Since

(zp)£ = (zp)f, we obtain an arrow dt¡ -* zx¡¡, and hence an arrow d¡¡ -* /, •. The

pullback of the strong epic zp¡ ¡ -* /,■ • along this last arrow gives a strong epic

d,j ~* djj such that d¡¡ -* d(j -» c equalizes |, f. So £ = f. So zp is monic.   D

5. Toposes. A topology [1] on a category A is a function which assigns to each

object x of X a set of families Y of arrows into x (each such family T is called a couer

of x) such that the following conditions are satisfied:

Tl. The singleton family consisting of the identity of x is a cover of x.

T2. If T is a cover of x and p: y -* x is any arrow then p*T is isomorphic to a

cover of y.

T3. The composite of covers is isomorphic to a cover.

(The concepts needed for T2, T3 were defined in §1.)

A functor/: A"op -> A is called a sheaf for the topology on A" when, for all objects

x of A" and all covers Y of x, the functor/: X -* Aop takes T to a quotient for/of the

kernel of T.

Theorem 15. The full subcategory Sh( X, if) of[ Xop, if], consisting of the sheaves

for a given topology on X, is familially regular.

Proof. The inclusion Sh(A, if) -* [X°p, if] creates all limits which exist in

[Xop, if]. So Sh( X, if) satisfies Proposition 1(a).

A monic p: p -* f in [ Aop, if] is called dense when, for all a G fx, there exists a

cover r of x such that, for each member £: x' -» x of V, the element (/|)a is in the

image of the function p.x':px' -* fx'.

We claim that a family U = (<p¡: a, -> /),6/ is strong epic in Sh( A, if ) if and only

if U = p*K in [ Aop, y] where it is a dense monic and F is (strong) epic. To prove

"if, suppose U = p*F as asserted. If Í7 = p^W7 where v: t -* /is monic and í is a

sheaf then p factors through v since K is strong epic. So v is a dense monic betweeen

sheaves. Clearly then each vx: tx -» /x is a retraction. So v is invertible. So 7/ is

strong epic in Sh( X, if).

Conversely, suppose U is strong in Sh( A, if). Let U = p*F be the factorization

of [/ into a monic p and strong epic family V in [A'op, if]. We must show that p:

p -> /is dense. For each x g A, putp + x equal to the set of a g fx for which there is

a cover T of x with (/£)« in the image of fix' for all members £: x' -* x of F. By T2,

p+ is a subfunctor of/. By T3, p+ is a sheaf. So p factors through the inclusion v:

p + -> /. Since Í7 is strong epic in Sh(A", if), v is invertible. So p+= /which clearly

means ¡x is dense.
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Since a pullback of a dense monic is clearly a dense monic, it follows that y* takes

strong epic families for all arrows y in Sh( A, if).   D

Remarks. (1) The existence of a left-exact left adjoint to Sh(A", if) -> [A"op, if]

(the "associated sheaf" [1]) implies that Sh(A", if) is familially exact when A has

small homsets and there exists a small set G of objects X such that, for all objects x

of X, there exists a cover of x whose members all have sources in G.

(2) If A is familially regular then the strong epic families are the covers for a

topology on A. This is the largest topology for which the representable functors are

sheaves (Corollary 4). By Theorem 15, SluM, if) is familially regular. If A has small

homsets, the Yoneda embedding yields a fully faithful functor A -> Sh(/1, if) which

preserves all limits and strong epic families. If A has a small cogenerator then (by

Remark (1)) Sh(^, if) is familially exact and provides the "familial exactification"

of the familially regular A.

(3) Familial exactification will be studied elsewhere (for more general A than in

(2)), however, the ideas of [4] are closely related and led to unpublished work of A.

Carboni and R. Walters which uses enriched categories to provide free constructions.

Notice in (2) that Sh(/1, if) coincides with the usual categorical construction on A

which cocompletes A with a view to preserving quotients of kernels. The reason this

does not work when A does not have a small cogenerator is that the colimits which

need to be added (to gain quotients of congruences) are not all small.

Theorem 16. (a) Familial regularity implies regularity and the existence of a strict

initial object.

(b) Familial exactness implies exactness and the existence of small disjoint universal

coproducts.

(c) For a category with small homsets, a small strong generator and small coproducts,

if the coprojection into any small coproduct pullback along any arrow into the coproduct

to a strong epic family then the converse of (a) holds.

(d) For a category with small homsets and a small strong generator, the converse of

(b) holds.

Proof, (a) Assume familial regularity. Proposition 1(a) gives finite limits, Proposi-

tion 1(b) with U a singleton family gives factorizations of arrows into a strong epic

arrow followed by a monic. Since a* preserves strong epicness of families, pullback

along a takes strong epic arrows to strong epic arrows. So we have regularity.

The empty family U into 1 factors as U = p* V where p: c -* 1 is monic and V is

strong epic. Since U is empty, V is empty. By Theorem 3, V is the quotient of its

kernel; so c is initial. For any a: a -* c, the family a*V is strong epic into a. Since

a*V is empty, a too is initial. So any a: a -> c is invertible. So c gives a strictly initial

object 0.

(b) Assume familial exactness. An equivalence relation on a has its saturation a

congruence and hence a kernel of some arrow t: a -» b. The pullback (p, a) of t

with itself is in the kernel of t. Since the equivalence relation is monic and has (p,a)

in its saturation, (p,a) is isomorphic to the equivalence relation which is thus a

pullback for t, t.
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Since we have familial regularity, we have a strict initial object 0, by (a). Let

(a,),G/ be a family of objects with 7 small. The congruence generated by the

diagonal relation A merely adds spans with initial sources to the spans of A. To say

this congruence is the kernel of its quotient is to say the quotient is a coproduct for

(a,),e/ and that this coproduct is disjoint (as usual, disjointness includes monicness

of the coprojections). If a: a -* c is an arrow into the coproduct c of (a,),e/ then a*

takes the family of coprojections into a strong epic family into a whose kernel is the

congruence generated by the diagonal relation on the family of pullback objects

a x c u¡; so a is the coproduct of the objects. So small coproducts are universal.

(c) Assume the hypotheses of (c). Regularity implies finite limits exist. Let

U = (<f>,: a, -» a),e/ be any family of arrows into a. For each i, there is a small

strong epic family Vl whose members all have source in G. The composite family UV

has only a small set of members since G is small and the category has small homsets.

Let c be a coproduct for the family of sources of these members indexed by the set

of members. The members induce an arrow y: c -> a which, by regularity, factors as

y = pe where p: m -» a is monic and e is strong epic. So UV = p* W where IF is the

strong epic family of coprojections into c composed with e. Since each Vi is strong

epic and p is monic, U = p*IF' for some family W. Then IF = W'V, so W is

strong epic. So Proposition 1(b) holds.

Suppose now that V (as above) is a strong epic family and proceed as above to

obtain y: c -* a which is strong epic since UV is. For any arrow a: b -* a, the

pullback y': c' -* b of y along a is strong epic (by regularity). By hypothesis, the

pullbacks of the coprojections into c along c' -* c are a strong epic family. Since y'

composed with these pullbacks gives a strong epic family < a*U, we have that a*U is

strong epic. So the category is familially regular.

(d) Assume the hypotheses of (d). Then we have familial regularity by (c). Let £

be a congruence on (w,)l6/.

First consider the case where 7 is small. Let (p,, a¡¡) be the monic span generating

the crible E,¡ and let r,, be the source of p-,, ojt. Let t, v be the arrows E, ,e/n( -»

E,e/a, induced by the p„, or,, respectively, for i, j g 7. Universahty of small

coproducts implies that (t, v) is a monic span from Ea, to itself. Since £ is an

equivalence relation and small coproducts are disjoint, (t,v) is an equivalence

relation on the object E a,. So there exists A: Ea, -> c such that (t, v) is the pullback

of A, A. Thus we obtain A,: a, -* c for all i g 7. Disjoint universality of small

coproducts yields that (p,, a() is the pullback of A,, Xj. So £ is the kernel of (A,),e/.

Now consider I arbitrary. Since all objects are admissible and G is small, there

exists a small subset 5 of I such that, for all p: g -* a, with g g G, there existsy g S

and a: g -> Uj with (p, a) g E,¡. Restricting £ to (a,),eS, we obtain (A,: ui -» c),eS

for which the restricted £ is a kernel (by the above "small" case). For each / g 7,

define ®g: A(g, a,) -* A(g, c) by Qg(p) = Aya where y g S, (p, a) g 7j7. Since £ is

an equivalence relation this is independent of the choice of j, a, and 0g is natural in

g. By Corollary 5, G is dense; so there exists a unique A,: a, -> c with 0g(p) = A,p

for all p. Clearly, £ is the kernel of (A,),e/.   D
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Theorems 14 and 15 have the corollary that an exact category with small homsets, a

small strong generator, and small disjoint universal coproducts is lex-total. Of course

this is an immediate consequence of Giraud's Theorem [1, p. 303]; however, the

present format seems more tractable when dealing with enriched categories as in the

current work of Brian Day and the author.
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